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No manÃ¢â‚¬â€•not Hitler, not Gandhi, not Franklin D. RooseveltÃ¢â‚¬â€•did more to shape and

reshape the twentieth century than Albert Einstein. His ideas exploded centuries of established

physics, paving the way for electronics, space exploration, and the atomic bomb. The very device

on which you read this blurb would not exist without his work. But amazingly, EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

influence didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t stop with his scientific ideas; he also became a pre-eminent advocate for

world peace and nuclear disarmament, and was offered the presidency of the new state of Israel.In

this readable, compact biography, Alexander Kennedy surveys every aspect of this complex,

towering figure that pop culture too often reduces to a cartoon absent-minded professor or Apple

advertisement. By exploring the darker corners of EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lifeÃ¢â‚¬â€•such as the way

anti-Semitism shaped his childhood, and the nastiness of his 1919 divorce from Mileva

MaricÃ¢â‚¬â€•readers come away with a renewed sense of wonder at his many triumphs. Written

with the lay reader in mind, Einstein: A Life of Genius includes readily understandable explanations

of even advanced theories such as general relativity. By the end, we not only understand how Albert

EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s genius has shaped our past, but how it continues to shape the future of our

species as well."The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all

true art and science." - Albert EinsteinBuy Now to Discover:Explanations of EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most

important scientific contributions, including quanta, special relativity, general relativity, and his

analysis of Brownian motion.Debunkings of popular Einstein myths, including the claim that he failed

math as a young boy.A detailed exploration of EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s personal life, including his divorce

and complicated relationships with his children.EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s key role in the creation of the

Manhattan Project.EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s political activism and the resultant FBI investigation.A look at

EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s role in pop culture.Insights and witticisms in EinsteinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s own words.Buy

Now and Read the True Story of Albert Einstein...Thank you in advance for buying our book. We

know you'll love it!
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Almost everyone I know is an Einstein fan, but now I know more about him than all my other

friends.of coarse, we all knew he was a genius. Alexander Kennedy describes his life, the good and

no so admirable traits, in a readable, entertaining true story. His work shaped our world, despite the

role he had in the Atom bomb, he was a pacifist. I had not known he was flirtatious and divorced his

wife, accusing her of distancing their children after he decreed she should never speak to him. He

had challenges getting employment despite his brilliance due to his , shall we say, stubborn

personality. I realize this review sounds as if I may be criticizing him, that is not my intention, rather

to share information. As a child, he was enrolled in a catholic school for the education and realized

by the age of twelve there was problems with organized religion. His sister was his closet friend

growing up. The book is well written, free of obvious grammatical mistakes, and very informative

even beyond his death physicists are still trying to solve a problem he was working on. I would

recommend this book to anyone interested in knowing more about Dr. Einstein or the development

of physics. Disclosure: I obtained the kindle version of this book for free in exchange for an honest,

unbiased review.

Discover the events that transformed an average boy into a man who would become synonymous

with genius. Did you know Einstein failing math as a child is actually a myth? Learn how Einstein

revolutionized the world of physics and our understanding of the universe. Did you know Einstein

developed the Theory of Relativity while working part-time as a patent clerk. Walk with n Einstein as

he shares his fascinating ideas with an audience and strives to earn the recognition he deserves.

Did you know the Theory of Relativity did not achieve widespread acclaim until years after it was

published? There are many more chapters after this so I won't ruin it! I'm surprised that I liked this



so much! I normally go for horror or thrillers but this one had me thoroughly

captivated!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we

created them.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• - Albert EinsteinI received this in exchange for my fair trial,

evaluation and honest review. All opinions are expressly my own.

I have read a lot of things about Einstein and I have to say that I learned more about him in this litltle

Ebook than in most everything else I have ever read.Einstein's Theory of Relativity is the most

important theory that mankind has ever come up with. Until this day, this theory stands unproven.

Many theories have now been based on it. If this theory ever proves to be completely wrong we will

have to change everything we think we know. It will completely debunk the science fiction writings

as well!. I also enjoyed reading about Einstein's personal life and the effects his relationships had on

his scientific work. I found this to be a very informative little book. As biographies are my favorite

book, this e-book forum is quite a find!This is a great read and was one from which I learned a lot. I

was given this book for free in exchange for a fair and nonbiased review.This eBook was of a

promotional nature it was provided to me for free or for a discount, so I could evaluate it and give my

honest unbiased assessment and review.Thank You for reading my review

Thought provoking story about Albert Einstein. The author did a lot of research. While I learned

many things I did not know about this complex genius I wish he would have prepared a timeline

even as an exhibit that tracked his life. I could have used another 50-100 pages to flesh out some of

the details. As it is, a lay person or student could read this book and walk away with an

understanding of the man. Another suggestion would be an reference chapter addressing the

advancements in science which have supported relativity in the 65 years since his death.

This is a great read about Albert Eienstein, this book will tell you everything you want to know about

him, this book is worth getting and is worth the price, I recommend thisI was fortunate enough to be

able to review this book for free just for reviewing it and giving my unbiased opinion thank you so

much for the opportunity to be able to review such a great book of someone that is such a wonderful

person who was the best genius in the world!!

So growing up I never really enjoyed learning about history and although I heard/learned about

some of the more "historical" accomplishments that Einstein did I never really took in as more than I

have to learn this to pass class. Now that I am older I am more interested in learning about our past



and what lead us to the time. This was a very interesting and easy to follow read. I like that even at

his way supierior intellect I could still relate to his ideals. Like the Universe having an orderly

process/laws, "everyone who is seriously interested in the pursuit of science becomes convinced

that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the universe ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ a spirit vastly superior to man,

and one in the face of which our modest powers must seem humble." This would be a great book to

have high school students read, although I personally was not a science or history buff I realize now

that learning from the great minds in the past can only help us become better human beings for the

future.I received this book for free in return for my honest and unbiased opinion.

An incomplete book must h about Einstein the celebrity. Nothing about Einstein t he man. He g crew

up. He married. He had two sons. What were their names? He divorced. He was estranged from

His.so.s. remarried. Dodgers on Ile.with the boys? Whatbecame of them? -these questions. Are left

unanswered .A quick, superficial read.

This is an interesting book about a famous man, which I received at a discount in return for an

honest review. When you read this book you will see how an ordinary man can turn into a genius

when he has good ideas and acts upon them. It is not complicated, not long and kept my interest

the whole time. I learned things about Einstein I never knew before. It was very well written and I am

looking forward to more books by Alexander Kennedy.
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